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this is all related to this legitimate, if i can call it legitimate. because remember, the legitimate
thing is important, because it has a right to exist. i will call it legitimate, because i am talking to

me. i am walking around, talking about legitimacy. and the pirate thing is illegitimacy. its not
legitimate because its got no right to exist. so we the legitimate thing can be legitimate. its legit, its

legitimate. its the legitimate thing. its the most credible thing, because it has a right to exist,
because nobody is stopping it. but the pirate thing, the illegit thing, it has no right to exist. the

difference is that the mainstream economics that are taught at schools, and even some
universities, are based on what is called the common sense approach. in other words, the

supposedly universal human capabilities, our intuitions about human behavior. about the value of
life, about the ethics of work, about the right to privacy. and the right to property. and all of the

things that are the foundation of the society we live in. and all of the things that are the foundation
of the free market economy we all agree on are all based on common sense. and i challenge that,

and i say that this is actually a mistake. common sense is not universal. it is not valid for
everybody. but there is a huge amount of time and energy and money, and effort expended on the

justification of these kind of common sense principles, that ought to be spent on something
different. i say that the common sense thing is what is wrong with the mainstream economics,

because its not about common sense at all. its about a few people who say that they have common
sense, and they say, oh, we have common sense, and we say its the same thing that everybody
says, and therefore we ought to believe that its all true. that is not good common sense, its not

good logic. its not good physics or chemistry or even economics. its bad common sense.
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